
ClimoSolutions 
Cooling = crucial



The heat is on … or off …
Perfect temperature control is mission critical 

For a wide range of industries, effective temperature is a fundamental 

necessity to safeguard processes, maintain product quality, and ensure 

worker safety. Atlas Copco Rental leads the way by providing  

energy-efficient cooling and heating units that are specifically 

designed for rental purposes. Our reliable equipment and expertise 

guarantee uninterrupted uptime for your cooling or heating needs. 

Whether it is for a short-term, long-term, seasonal, or multi-year 

period. We help maintain the perfect temperature!





The right people for the job
While our fleet is, if we say so ourselves, highly recognizable, we do want to put the women and men behind the scenes in 

the spotlight. From all the way back in the 19th century, when the foundations of Atlas Copco were laid, to today: it’s people 

who make the difference. Skilled sales engineers and logistical support to highly qualified, trained and certified technicians. 

Everyone at Atlas Copco Rental, no matter the department, is dedicated to making our collaboration as smooth as 

possible and ... memorable. 

Contact us now: 
www.atlascopcorental.com



The industry leader
We know you are not looking for specific equipment, but a resource that performs according to specific parameters. For short 

or long-term demands, planned contingencies or emergencies, Atlas Copco Rental is available 24/7 to assist you and provide 

the most cost- and energy-efficient solutions that meet (and exceed) your expectations. Our fleet consists of state-of-the-art 

material that allows us to design solutions that will meet your specific needs. Quality of service, environmental care and the 

highest possible personnel safety are guaranteed. An industry first. It’s our business to keep your business running.

Atlas Copco Rental division is triple ISO certified: 
ISO 9001 -  ISO 14001 - OHSAS 10881



What do we do
With Atlas Copco Rental, you never get “just the machines”. We pride ourselves in providing exceptional service,  

which means you get exactly what you want when you need it. Our team manages the entire process from start to  

finish. No matter its size. Support services, like logistics, commissioning, energy management, and decommissioning  

are always included. 

EMERGENCIES 24/7 SEASONAL TEMPERATURE PEAKS PLANNED PROJECTS SPECIALTY PROJECTS

“Because peace  
of mind, costs,  
and efficiency  
all matter.”



Modular solutions made to go anywhere
Do you have an emergency? Planned maintenance? Are you looking to supplement your existing cooling system 

during periods of high ambient temperatures? We have a temperature control solution to keep your business 

running smoothly. Atlas Copco Rental offers a wide range of industrial chillers, heat pumps, heating systems,  

air conditioners and air handling units –  with the necessary accessories included.

Our units are available for immediate deployment and can quickly connect to your existing facility. We take a flexible, 

modular approach, allowing you to scale your rental solution up or down to meet your specific cooling or heating needs. 

Besides reliable and energy-efficient equipment you can count on our experts too. They use their industry knowledge to 

analyze your HVAC situation and create a Total Rental Solution. 

At the end of the day, it cools down to the true benefit of renting with us: Going home. Relieved, relaxed, and sure 

everything will be managed.



Temporary solutions you can count on
• Designed for rental applications ensuring easy, safe, and fast installation.

• Low noise levels ideal for projects where noise needs to be kept to a minimum. 

• New generation equipment that guarantees energy-efficient cooling or heating.

• Plug-and-play design for easy connection to your HVAC-equipment.

• Remote control software to monitor ongoing performance and give you a reliable service. 

• Accessories such as water connections, hoses, heat exchangers, buffer tanks, and power generators. 

“We offer more than just 
equipment. We deliver 
temperature control solutions 
perfectly adapted to your 
operational requirements.”
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“Atlas Copco Rental 
has a future-proof 
fleet available today.”

Fleet
While we focus on “total solutions”, rather than individual units, 

we do want to share the necessary details of our fleet. We 

match industry specific rental demands with the equipment 

and the right accessories to your exact application. Whether for 

straightforward use or complex projects, small and large:  

call Atlas Copco Rental.



Refrigeration



Your benefits
• Easy transportation thanks to a small footprint  

and low weight
• Portable crash frame with 4-point ISO lift facilities  

and forklift pockets
• Low noise levels
• Low temperatures at a high capacity, up to +16% 

compared to standard air-cooled chillers
• Two integrated water circulating electric pumps, where 

one pump operates while the other serves as a backup
• A remote-control system 
• Plug-and-play design

From manufacturing plants to the chemical industry, many 

essential processes and equipment generate substantial 

heat during operation. The efficient removal of this heat is 

not just a matter of comfort; it’s a fundamental necessity. 

Atlas Copco Rental has a wide range of air-cooled 

chillers ideal for all kinds of process cooling, delivering 

temperatures down to -12°C. Besides, these chillers are 

built by Rental for rental purposes.   

Chillers

“Modular and energy-efficient air-cooled 

chillers ranging from 50 kW to 720 kW 

of thermal power per unit and cooling 

temperature ranges between -12°C to 21°C.”



TCR 200 TCR 550

TCR 350

TCR 750



Your benefits
• For both heating and cooling applications
• High energy efficiency: for every kW of electrical  

energy consumed up to SEER 4,98 kW of thermal  
heat can be obtained

• Low sound levels for sensitive environments
• Scroll compressors and EC fans
• Compact equipment with a small surface area  

for outdoor installation
• Designed for rental applications ensuring an easy,  

safe, and fast installation

Atlas Copco Rental’s heat pumps move heat efficiently, 

which means you can significantly reduce your operating 

costs and environmental footprint. Even when you need  

to rely on a temporary solution!

Heat pumps

“Heat pumps ranging from 50 kW to 500 kW  

of thermal power, capable of delivering 

temperatures from 0°C to 21°C in cold mode 

or 55°C in heat mode.”



Air conditioning



Your benefits
• Limited footprint
• Low noise
• All-in-one design: eliminates the need for add-ons  

like cooling towers and boilers

Autonomous air/air conditioning units

These all-in-one air conditioning units are perfect for spot 

cooling or temporary control. These self-contained units 

are easy to install, requiring only a power source and an 

exhaust outlet for operation. 

Rooftop air conditioning units

For larger buildings, our rooftop units provide powerful 

and efficient cooling. These compact units are installed 

outside, saving valuable floor space. 

Air conditioning equipment

“Autonomous air/air conditioning units and 

rooftop air conditioning equipment ranging 

from 18 kW up to 150 kW for both cold and 

hot operations from 7 to 45°C.”





Your benefits
• Electrically powered 
• Safe lifting in tight spaces

Do you have a breakdown of your temporary installation? 

Do you need to circulate air through your existing heating, 

ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system during 

repairs or maintenance? Or do you need to address 

seasonal peak temperatures? Atlas Copco Rental has a 

range of air handling units from 60 kW to 200 kW to 

match your set-up. 

Our air handlers can be combined with our chillers, boilers, 

or heat pumps to keep the temperature and humidity at a 

pleasant level, both cold and hot. All necessary additional 

equipment, such as distribution and discharge hoses come 

standard for a complete and safe installation. 

Air handling units

“Air handling units in a variety of sizes 

from 60 kW to 200 kW and air flow from 

7500 m3/h to 40000 m3/h.”





Heating



Your benefits
• Aerodynamically shaped stainless steel combustion 

chamber: efficient heat distribution
• Preheating and post-ventilation:  

optimized combustion efficiency
• Indirect combustion
• Integrated high-performance heat exchanger:  

ensures maximum heat transfer
• 2-Stage automatic burners
• Indoor or outdoor use: versatile placement options

Our heating generators are modular and ideal for a wide 

range of applications. Besides, these units have a gas-oil 

tank with high-quality diesel filters that provide efficient 

heating for your project. 

Gas-oil heat generators

“Fully portable gas-oil heat generators that  

swiftly deliver large volumes of warm air. 

These heaters range in size from 100 to 230 kW 

thermal power per unit.”



Visit our virtual showroom: 
www.powertochoose.eu
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